
Quality storage, furnishing 
and racking for your:
Home,
Office,
Warehouse
& Shed.

Belmont Store Mandurah Store
241 Great Eastern Hwy, Belmont

Phone:  (08) 9478 5755 Phone:  (08) 9535 5849

Unit 1, 314 Pinjarra Road , Mandurah



Find this product online or at our Mandurah store

Track and Hook Set

Trolley 

$59.95
FROM$39.95

FROM

$19.95
FROM

$19.95
FROM

These kits have been created specifically 
for organisation, to optimise your usable 
space while still having everything in 
reach. Featuring scratch resistant rubber 
coated sleeves to increase durability. 
They come with all the needed installation 
hardware and are easy to assemble taking 
the headache out of ‘Do It Yourself.’ 

FEATURES

 4 PC SET -  24’’ RAIL WITH 3 HOOKS

11 PC SET - 24’’ RAIL X 2

Specifically designed for organisation

Maximises usable space while still 
having everything in reach

Scratch resistant rubber coating to 
increase durability

Rackmart approved for quality

Easy assembly, all installation 
hardware included 

6 PC SET -  24’’ RAIL WITH 5 HOOKS

1 rail with 7 hooks 

1 rail with basket 280 x 165 x 70

9 PC SET - 24’’ RAIL X 3

1 rail with wide shelf 600 x 400 x 120

1 rail with 4 hooks 

1 rail with shelf 600 x 200 x 90

With a sleek chrome finish, easily 
adjustable shelf levels and lockable swivel 
castors, the Rackmart trolley continuously 
provides a smooth moving mobile storage 
option that is perfect for any home, office, 
warehouse or shed.

FEATURES

Adjustable shelf levels,

Lockable swivel castors

Two Tiers

Quality Chrome Finish

$220
FROM

HOME



Wire Shelving
ACERACK heavy duty wire shelving 
features a modern design with a chrome, 
zinc or black finish. It has an open shelf 
design for both commercial and domestic 
applications.

It offers high strength wire shelving with 
a center support truss rated at 300kgs. It 
is quick and easy to assemble, featuring 
adjustable shelving heights that adapt to 
your needs.

Chrome Black Zinc

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1800mm 900mm 450mm $169

1800mm 1200mm 450mm $199

1800mm 1500mm 450mm $249

FEATURES

High strength wire shelving

Truss rated 300Kgs

Adjustable shelves

Easy & fast to assemble

Modern deisgn

Swivel castors available for mobile 
storage solutions

$169
FROM

$60
FROM

A high quality heavy duty RCD extension 
cord, featuring a neon safety light within 
the moulded socket, plug and socket 
manual reset switch. To ensure the quality 
and durability, this product has been 
specially tested by Rackmart.

FEATURES

Approved RCD protection

Extra heavy duty red flex

Plug & socket manual reset switch

Convenient test switch

 Neon safety light in moulded socket

1500mm or 1800 widths

RCD EXTENSION CORD

Electrical Cords

A residual current device offering essential 
protection for computers, power tools, 
garden equipment, kitchen white goods 
and more. 

FEATURES

Residual current device 

Safety switch for protection of electrical 
equipment

10 Amp plug and socket manual reset 
switch

Convenient test switch

RCD  PROTECTION ADAPTOR

$35
FROM

$20
FROM

This heavy duty extension cord is ideal for 
any electrical requirement and provides a 
high level of safety and quality.

FEATURES

10 or 15amp clear plug and socket

Neon safety light in socket

Extra soft flex to avoid tangles

Insulated active and neutral plug pins

10, 20 or 25 metre cable lengths

Avaliable in yellow and red

HEAVY DUTY EXTENSION CORD

AN

PRODUCT

rackmart.com.au

HOME



Mercury Vertical Filing Cabinets
Rackmart are delighted to bring in the 
NEW Mercury filing cabinet. Offering a 
high quality cabinet, suitable for frequent 
filing and everyday usage. The quality 
Mercury filing cabinets have been 
extensively tested by AFRDI to ensure 
that the product we’re bringing to you is of 
the highest standard and the lowest price.

Graphite Ripple

Grey

COLOURS

$155
FROM

A

PRODUCT

FEATURES

Supplied fully assembled

Anti-tilt drawer system implimented

Australian cam locking mechanism 

Three (3) year warranty included

AFRDI Certified cabinet

Smooth and quiet door operation

1

2

3

Steelco Vertical Filing Cabinets
The STEELCO Vertical Filing Cabinet is a 
quality built, professional grade cabinet 
suitable for high-cycle filing and everyday 
usage.  To ensure the quality and durability 
of our products, they have been put 
through extensive testing. 

This AFRDI approved cabinet is a solid 
addition to any home or office. 

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH DRAWER PRICE

1 710mm 470mm 620mm 2 $195

2 1015mm 470mm 620mm 3 $240

3 1320mm 470mm 620mm 4 $269

1

2

3

Graphite Ripple

White Satin

Black Ripple

Grey

Beige

Canada Red

10 Year product warranty 

COLOURS

$195
FROM

A

PRODUCT

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH DRAWER PRICE

1 710mm 470mm 620mm 2 $155

2 1015mm 470mm 620mm 3 $195

3 1320mm 470mm 620mm 4 $225

OFFICE



Mobile Pedestals

The STEELCO Stationery Cabinet is suited 
to any office environment. It offers the 
perfect storage solution for all stationery 
needs allowing easy access and security.

Mobile pedestals are ideal under any 
desk. They offer both compact and secure 
storage for any work station. They have 
also been tested and approved by AFRDI 
to ensure their quality and durability.

Stationery Cupboards

Graphite Ripple

Grey 

Satin Silver

White Satin

COLOURS

$195
FROM

$225
FROM

FEATURES

FEATURES

Full extension ball bearing slides fitted 
allowing full drawer access

Australian made barrel cam lock fitted

Quality powder coated finish

Lockable front castors to secure unit 
in place

10 Year product warranty 

AFRDI Certification

Reinforced doors with 3 point locking 
system for added security 

40kg shelf capacity (uniform 
distributed load)

Shelves can be easily adjusted for 
changing needs

Additional shelves are available to 
increase storage capacity

Quality powder coated finish

10 Year product warranty

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH STORAGE LEVELS PRICE

1 1015mm 914mm 463mm 2 $225

2 1830mm 914mm 463mm 3 $285

3 2000mm 914mm 463mm 4 $345

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH DRAWER PRICE

1 635mm 470mm 515mm 2 File $195

2 635mm 470mm 515mm 2 Box + 1 File $215

3 635mm 470mm 515mm 4 Box $235

1

1

2

2

Graphite Ripple

White Satin

Black Ripple

Grey

Beige

COLOURS

A

PRODUCT

A

PRODUCT

rackmart.com.au

OFFICE



Personal Wardrobe

$399
FROM

The Steel Shelving Uni-Shelf system is an 
efficient and cost-effective system. The 
modular design allows this system to be 
easily installed or re-located. 

Steel Shelving 

FEATURES

Shelf levels are easily adjustable in 
25mm increments

Shelves fit into place using strong 
shelf clips, allowing easy assembly 
and adjustment

Unit has the ability to be extended 
without having to dismantle existing 
bays

Units can be converted into 
mobile storage systems for future 
applications

Available in double and single sided 
configuration

Quality Colorbond® finish 

Cyber White Grey

COLOURS

The STEELCO Personal Wardrobe offers 
a combination of hanging and shelf 
storage making it ideal for use in a variety 
of applications. The roomy Personal 
Wardrobe is commonly used in remote 
locations for FI/FO employees.

FEATURES

Offers a mixture of hanging space and 
shelf storage

3 point locking mechanism/key lock

Mirror fitted to internal door

Flush mounted doors, providing a 180 
degree door opening capacity

10 Year product warranty 

Graphite Ripple

Grey

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1830mm 914mm 463mm $399

$209
FROM

A

PRODUCT

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE ADD BAY

2175mm 900mm 300mm $209 $176

2175mm 900mm 400mm $236 $197

STANDARD BAY SIZE

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

1875mm 900mm 300mm

2175mm 1200mm 400mm

2375mm 500mm

SIZES AVAILABLE

AN

PRODUCT

Standard sizes and additional configurations available. Just ask!

ADD
ADDITIONAL

BAYS

OFFICE



A

PRODUCT

Mobile Shelving
Looking for the ultimate in high-density 
storage, but also want quick access to 
everything? Enter the APC Ezi-Slide 
Aislesaver! A system that does exactly 
what the name suggests. Instead of 
wasting your floor space for walkways and 
pathways, the Aislesaver eliminates all but 
one, optimising the remaining space for 
storage.

FEATURES

Standard bay size is 2175mm H x 
900mm W x 400mm D 

Variety of height and width 
combinations available to meet all 
storage needs

System is fully lockable for added 
security

Shelves are fully adjustable in 25mm 
increments to suit changing storage 
needs

Low profile track

Can be moved easily to suit the 
changing office environment

Quality Colorbond® finish

White     Cyber Grey

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH BAYS PRICE

1 2250mm 2500mm 950mm 4 $2500

2 2250mm 3250mm 950mm 6 $3000

3 2250mm 4000mm 950mm 8 $3500

2

The Steelco Multi-media cabinet has been 
specially designed to securely store CD’s, 
DVD’s and other high density storage 
items. 

Multimedia Cabinet

FEATURES

The high-quality, durable ball-bearing 
runners fully extend the drawers 
offering maximum access 

Security is not an issue with a fitted 
Aussie-made barrel cam lock.

Quality powder coated finish 

10 Year product warranty 

Graphite Ripple

Beige

Grey

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1320mm 790mm 620mm $695

$2500
FROM

$695
FROM

AN

PRODUCT

rackmart.com.au

OFFICE



Lockers

This Combo-Door locker benefits from 
its innovative design, allowing for hanging 
space within both lockers.

FEATURES

Doors are fully reinforced for 
increased strength and durability

Flush Mounted doors, with an 180 
degree door opening capacity

Quality Powdercoated finish

Two secure locking options avaliable

10 Year product warranty 

A

PRODUCT

COMBO-DOOR LOCKER

White Satin

COLOURS

Whatever your requirement, the STEELCO 
metal locker has everything to suit your 
needs. Sturdy and Functional, metal 
lockers are a great, economical choice.

FEATURES

Doors are fully reinforced for 
increased strength and durability

Flush Mounted doors, with an 180 
degree door opening capacity

Quality Powdercoated finish

Two secure locking options avaliable

10 year warranty

1 - 6  DOOR LOCKER

Silver Grey White Satin

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1 DOOR

1830mm 305mm 465mm $185

1830mm 380mm 465mm $197

2 DOOR

1830mm 305mm 465mm $190

1830mm 380mm 465mm $205

4 DOOR

1830mm 305mm 465mm $230

1830mm 380mm 465mm $240

6 DOOR

1830mm 305mm 465mm $245

1830mm 380mm 465mm $255

The STEELCO 2 Door Wide locker is suited 
to any office environment. It offers the 
perfect solution for all storage needs, 
allowing easy access and security.

FEATURES

Reinforced doors with 3 point locking 
system for added security 

40kg shelf capacity (uniform 
distributed load)

Quality powder coated finish

10 year warranty

2 DOOR WIDE LOCKER

Graphite Ripple

Black Ripple

COLOURS

$185
FROM

$225
FROM

$325
FROM

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1830mm 380mm 465mm $225

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1830mm 600mm 463mm $325

OFFICE



Selective pallet racking is the most 
common storage system for palletised 
goods. Rackmart are now able to provide 
two of Australia’s highest quality and 
trusted brands, ACERACK and APC. They 
are 100% accessible, allowing for each 
pallet to be moved individually without 
disturbing the others.

Pallet Racking
FEATURES

ACERACK’s beams and frames are 
major brand compatible

Rated and fully compliant with current 
Australian Standards (AS 4084-2012)

Partial board and mesh decks are 
available to create shelf levels in the 
racks

Optimal design double crimped 
box beams to reduce twisting and 
provides resistance from frontal 
impact damage

APC’s pallet racking brings over 40 years 
of experience and high quality product 
to Rackmart. This product is designed 
to endure the test of time and can be 
customized to suit any load requirement.

FEATURES

Custom sizes available

Compatible with most handling 
equipment

Contsructed from roll formed steel 
providing strength and rigidity

Partial board and mesh decks are 
available to create shelf levels in the 
racks

Rated and fully compliant with current 
Australian Standards (AS 4084-2012)

Optimal design double crimped 
box beams to reduce twisting and 
provides resistance from frontal 
impact damage

$575
FROM

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE ADD BEAM LEVEL ADD BAY

3000mm 2585mm 840mm $575 $140 $459

$495
FROM

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

3000mm

3600mm

4200mm

4800mm 

5400mm

6000mm

2585mm 840mm

STANDARD BAY SIZE

SIZES AVAILABLE

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE ADD BEAM LEVEL ADD BAY

3048mm 2591mm 838mm $495 $117 $400

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

2438mm

3048mm

3658mm

4268mm

4877mm

6096mm

2591mm

2743mm

838mm

STANDARD BAY SIZE

SIZES AVAILABLE

ACERACK PALLET RACKING

APC PALLET RACKING

COLOURS

Frame: Galvanised

Beams: Powdercoated Blaze Blue

AN

PRODUCT

AN

PRODUCT

Standard sizes and additional 
configurations available. 
Just ask!

Standard sizes and additional 
configurations available. 
Just ask!

ADD
ADDITIONAL

BAYS

ADD
ADDITIONAL

BAYS

rackmart.com.au

WAREHOUSE



Cages 

Tool Cabinets

The Mesh Stillage Cage is a new addition 
to Rackmart, which offers strength as well 
as high quality design. With ts ability to be 
easily stacked or collapsed when required, 
it truly is one of the best cages out there.

The APC Post Pallet is an ideal product for 
storing long bulky items such as pipes and 
poles. The upright post retains the product 
safely whilst still allowing access to pick 
individual items.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Suitable for outdoor application

Finished in hot dipped galvanised

APC post pallets can be stacked 4 high

Post pallet have the capacity to 
accommodate 800kg

Unit is fully collapsible to a fraction of 
the size, making them easy to store 
and transport

10 Year warranty

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

1400 mm 1200mm 1030mm

Blaze Blue (ext) APO Grey (int)

COLOURS

STILLAGE CAGE APC POST PALLET 

APC Pallet cages offer a space saving and 
cost efficient storage solution. The unit is 
manufactured from strong tubular steel 
and can be stacked 6 high.

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

780 mm 1170mm 1170mm

APC PALLET CAGE

$340
FROM

$290
FROM

APC High Density Cabinets offer a secure 
and organised system of storage for 
expensive tools and small parts.
Avaliable with 3 different configurations 
of drawers (7 Drawers, 9 Drawers or 10 
Drawers).

FEATURES

Designed to enhance storage capacity 
and reduce floor space consumed

Chassis is fully reinforced making it 
strong and rigid

200kg UDL allowed per drawer level

100% pull out drawers allowing full 
access

Drawers are fitted with 
interchangeable partitions to provide 
flexible storage options

Central locking mechanism fitted

Ball bearing runners fitted to drawers 
to enable smooth operation

High quality powder coated finish.

10 Year Product Warranty

$2500
FROM

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

1000mm 720mm 710mm

Cages are fully collapsible making 
them easy to store and transport
Cage has a maximum capacity of 
600kg
Easily stackable (Claw feet)

$220
FROM

FEATURES

Suitable for outdoor application

Anti-corrosive zinc plated finish

Cage has the capacity to 
accommodate 1000kg

Unit is fully collapsible to a fraction of 
the size, making them easy to store 
and transport

10 Year warranty

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

840mm 1000mm 800mm $220

900mm 1200mm 1000mm $270

WAREHOUSE



The ACERACK Light Duty Cantilever is the 
perfect solution for storing long, irregular 
or awkward loads.

FEATURES

ACERACK’s light duty cantilever offers 
hand load storage ideal for pvc, wood 
and light steel

Arm height can be easily adjusted to 
suit changing needs 

Carrying Capacity - 200kg per arm

End stop-pins are included to prevent 
product from dislodging off cantilever 
arms

Quality powder coated finish

Cantilever Racking

Blue

COLOURS

$690
FROM

HEIGHT CENTRE ARM LENGTH  PRICE ADD ARM ADD BAY

2400mm 1000mm 750mm $690 $35 $480

With a carrying capacity of 1000kg per 
arm (UDL), ACERACK’s Heavy Duty 
Cantilever is a strong, high quality and long 
lasting product. Perfect for the storage of 
heavy, long or awkward loads

FEATURES

Heavy duty pin system allows arms to 
hinge upward to reduce damage from 
impact 

4 Adjustable arms per column

Each arm is rated to a load of      
1000kg (UDL) 

Removable safety stop-pins

Available in hot dipped galvanised 
finish (for indoor and outdoor use)

10 Year warranty

Blue

COLOURS

HEIGHT CENTRE ARM LENGTH  PRICE ADD ARM ADD BAY

4800mm 1200mm 1200mm $2860 $110 $1499

4800mm 1500mm 1200mm $2875 $110 $1510

HEAVY DUTY CANTILEVER RACKING

LIGHT DUTY CANTILEVER RACKING

$2860
FROM

AN

PRODUCT

ADD
ADDITIONAL

BAYS

ADD
ADDITIONAL

BAYS

rackmart.com.au

WAREHOUSE



HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1600mm 800mm 400mm $165

1800mm 800mm 400mm $199

1600mm 800mm 400mm $195

1800mm 800mm 400mm $235

1600mm 800mm 400mm $195

1800mm 800mm 400mm $235

Destination DIY

These easy to assemble mercury cabinets 
are suited to any storage need. They 
offer the perfect storage solution for all 
stationery needs, provide security and 
easy access.

Built with STEELCO’s high quality steel 
and design standards, this easy to 
assemble cabinet is perfect for any 
storage need.

FEATURES

FEATURES

Additional shelves are available to 
increase storage capacity

Reinforced doors with 3 point locking 
system for added security

Quality powder coated finish

Shelves can be easily adjusted for 
changing needs

40kg shelf capacity   
(uniform distributed load)

10 year warranty

40kg shelf capacity (uniform 
distributed load)

Additional shelves are available to 
increase storage capacity

Quality powder coated finish

Reinforced doors with 3 point locking 
system for added security

Shelves can be easily adjusted for 
changing needs

10 year product warranty

DIY COMBO, OPEN & CLOSED

DIY STEELCO STATIONERY CABINET

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1015mm 915mm 465mm $185

1830mm 915mm 465mm $245

Graphite Ripple Black Ripple

COLOURS

Grey

COLOURS

$165
FROM

1
3

$185
FROM

2

A

PRODUCT

A

PRODUCT

1 OPEN

2 COMBO

3 CLOSED

SHED



Longspan Shelving

Dallas Longspan shelving offers a strong and 
durable storage solution. The system can 
accommodate heavy loads up to 400kg per level 
whilst its stylish design suits any application.

FEATURES

Ideal for archive box storage

3 Shelf levels included

Step beam used to protect shelf insert 
and offer flush storage surface

Shelves have the capacity to 
accomodate loads up to 400kg 
uniformly distributed

Quality powder coated finish 

DALLAS LONGSPAN

ACERACK LONGSPAN

COLOURS

The ACERACK Longspan system is a 
strong and economical shelving system 
that is fast and easy to assemble due to 
its boltless design. The Z-Formed beams 
incorporate a 16mm step that supports 
all four sides of the 16mm MDF Board 
providing a capacity of 250 Kg per shelf. 

PC Light Grey Particle board

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

2150mm 1800mm 600mm $295

2150mm 2100mm 600mm $365

$352
FROM

$295
FROM

STANDARD BAY SIZE
HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

2150mm

2450mm

1200mm

1500mm

1800mm

2100mm

2400mm

450mm

600mm

900mm

SIZES AVAILABLE

PC Grey Particle board

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

1800mm

2100mm

1800mm

2100mm

2400mm

450mm

600mm

840mm

SIZES AVAILABLE

AN

PRODUCT

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

2100mm 1800mm 600mm $352

2100mm 2100mm 600mm $363

Standard sizes and additional configurations available. Just ask!

Standard sizes and additional configurations available. Just ask!

STANDARD BAY SIZE

rackmart.com.au

SHED



Workbenches 

Tool Boxes

The Dallas work bench is a strong and 
durable product, with different sizes to 
suit any working environment, this is the 
perfect addition to any shed or workshop.

APC work benches are constructed 
using pallet racking making them strong 
and durable, ideal for any working 
environment.

FEATURES

Wooden shelves and back 
board (18mm Particle Board)

Custom sizes are available 
upon request

Shelf levels are easily 
adjustable and can move in 
increments of 50mm

This strong and stable 
workbench can hold a 
capacity of 500kg (Uniformly 
Distributed Load) per shelf

FEATURES

Frames are constructed from roll 
formed steel providing strength and 
rigidity

Particle board, melamine or 
galvanised bench tops available

Castors available to make bench 
mobile

Benchtop rated to support 1000 kg

Benches are constructed from APC 
pallet racking components

DALLAS WORKBENCH

DETROIT WORKBENCH

WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

1800mm 600mm $280

COLOURS

$280
FROM

$385
FROM

Frame: Galvanised

Red

Beams: Powdercoated Blaze Blue Board: Particle BoardCOLOURS

COLOURS

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

920mm 2100mm 900mm $385

BACK BOARD HEIGHT PRICE

Yes 900mm +$40

BACK BOARD HEIGHT PRICE

Yes 900mm +$50

High quality Mercury tool boxes are the 
perfect storage accessory for any shed, 
workshop or warehouse.

High quality Mercury mobile tool cabinets 
are fitted with heavy duty castors to allow 
for effortless movement. FEATURES

Smooth ball bearing sliding drawers

High gloss finish in red

Rust resistant coating

3 , 5 OR 7 DRAWER TOOL BOX 5 OR 12 DRAWER MOBILE TOOL BOX

Frame: Galvanised Board: Particle Board

$80
FROM

SHED



TYPE PRICE

AT3 $6.88

AT4 $8.06

AT6 $12.50

AT7 $10.49

AT8 $15.11

AT9 $21.49

AT34 $5.79

TYPE PRICE

SB1 $1.84

SB2 $2.60

SB3 $5.20

SB4 $9.23

SB5 $16.03

SB6 $15.26

SB7 $36.86

Blue Blue

Yellow

Red

Green

COLOURS COLOURS

FEATURES

Seven standard sizes to suit 300mm, 
400mm and 600mm deep shelving

Dividers are notched to ensure 
positive location within the parts tray

Designed to fit all Australasian roll 
post shelving sizes

Trays feature a small handle to allow 
maximum area on the front face for 
fitting adhesive labels

FEATURES

Integrates with various pallet racking, 
longspan racking and steel shelving 
systems

Produced from tough and durable 
polypropylene which resists solvents 
and oils

Dividers available for A4, A5, A6 and 
A7 bins

Louvre Panels

Plastic Bins

ACERACK Steel Louvre Panels are strong 
and dependable and are used to mount 
plastic bins and hooks. These are generally 
mounted on walls for single sided 
applications or on ACERACK Louvre Panel 
Stands for double entry access.

These lightweight plastic bins with a 
unique webbed design are perfect for the 
storage of small items.

Ideal for the storage of small parts, the 
Supra Bin is lightweight, strong and 
durable. This allows for easy picking with 
clear visual stock control.

Static Louvre Stand - Double sided 
Louvre panel with a sturdy base to ensure 
the stability of the panel under various 
loads.

Mobile Stand - Double sided Louvre panel 
with a sturdy base mounted on high 
quality castors, ensuring the stability of 
the panel under various loads and giving it 
an easy to move mobile functionality.

WIDTH TYPE PRICE

1830mm Static $225

1830mm Mobile $350

WIDTH DEPTH PRICE

457mm 455mm $23

610mm 455mm $30

915mm 455mm $46

1830mm 455mm $92

$225
FROM

FEATURES

These lightweight panels are made to 
withstand

For mobile use, the Louvre Panel 
Stands are fitted with shelf trays and 
heavy duty castors.

These Louvre Panels are designed to 
suit all sizes of Rackmart’s Supra Bins 
neatly and securely.

SPARE PARTS TRAY

CARTON
SPARE PARTS TRAY

CARTON
SUPRA BINS

SUPRA BINS

TYPE PRICE

AT3 $115

AT4 $135

AT6 $105

AT7 $88

AT8 $126

AT9 $90

AT34 $97

TYPE PRICE

SB1 $128

SB2 $109

SB3 $182

SB4 $64

SB5 $56

SB6 $106

SB7 $154

$1.84
FROM

rackmart.com.au

SHED



Second Hand 
Rackmart holds factory seconds in-store. These are goods that still 
meet the high Rackmart standard, but feature slight imperfections, 
which means we can offer them to you at quality prices. 

Rackmart stocks only the best quality brands 'Mercury', 'Steelco' 
and 'APC'. All of these brands have been approved by Rackmarts 
high standards to ensure their longevity and durability. For further 
information about the current factory seconds that Rackmart hold in 
stock, please contact the Rackmart Team and we will help you choose 
the product that is right for you.
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Belmont Store

241 Great Eastern Hwy, 
Belmont WA 6104

Phone: (08) 9478 5755
Fax: (08) 9277 1198
Email: sales@rackmart.com.au

Mandurah Store

Unit 1, 314 Pinjarra Rd,  
Mandurah WA 6210

Phone:  (08) 9535 5849
Fax: (08) 9581 3950
Email:  mandurah@rackmart.com.au

70%

O F F  R R P !

SAVE UP TO

* All prices include 10% GST. Accessories featured are not included.
Prices valid from 30/6/2013 until the issue is superseeded. See in store for further information. 
Installation and delivery not included in advertised prices. Pictures for illustration purposes only.
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